Friday 24th September 2021

In Nursery this week…
Both Squirrel and Rabbit classes are continuing to settle in well and have been busy
learning about “Me and my Family”. We had lovely visits from two beautiful baby
boys, both accompanied by their mummy and learnt all about babies and how we
have changed. Children loved asking questions, finding out about what babies need
and how to look after them.

In Nursery next week…
We will be reading the stories “Peace at Last” and “Owl Babies” exploring sounds
around us- naming, copying and describing sounds heard. Everyone will make and
decorate their own shaker pot as we will be exploring and listening to different
sounds.
We are also looking forward to a “listening walk” around school and in the bug
garden.
Learning Stories
Over the next few weeks, all parents will receive a ‘learning Story’ about how your child has
settled since starting or returning to Nursery. Photographs and observations have been
taken of children playing during their first few weeks in Nursery to allow you to see areas
where they have developed interests for play and how they have settled. We hope that you
enjoy the Learning Stories and that they help to give you an insight into how your child is
enjoying Nursery!
The Learning Story is yours to keep but please fill in the ‘Parents’ Voice’ sheet and return to
Nursery to let us know your thoughts.

Home Activity
Please take a look at the sheet “Sounds around” with your child and play the game
“What do you hear?” to discuss and identify sounds around us.
Family Learning
Please view an email sent to all parents regarding “Family Learning” sessions- “Making
story sacks with your child”. (All resources are supplied free of charge). The email has
details of dates and how to book a place. There will be 3 weekly sessions via zoom
starting on Wednesday 29th September.
Stars of the Week…
Squirrel class- Noah C & Heidi Mc
Rabbit class- Harley B & Dolly-Mae R

